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What is the PCCF+

• A SAS© control program

• Associated datasets derived from the PCCF

• A Postal CodeOM population weight file

• Geographic Attribute File

• Health Region boundary files

• Other supplementary data

http://www.library.carleton.ca/sites/default/files/help/data-centre/PCCF-ReferenceGuide-92-154-g2013001-eng.pdf



Census Geography
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What does it do?

PCCF+ automatically assigns a range of Statistics 
Canada’s standard geographic areas based on 

Postal Codes 

Postal CodesOM

Census/NHS Statistics

And why would you want to do this?
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http://geodepot.statcan.ca/2006/Reference/Freepub/92-153-GWE/2007002/using.htm

The PCCF uses an SLI or ‘Single Link Indicator’ for 
matching.  The single link indicator identifies the 
geographic area with the majority of dwellings

assigned to a particular Postal Code. 

The PCCF+ uses population-weighted random 
allocation for Postal Codes that link to more than 

one geographic area.

PCCF versus PCCF+



https://cudo.carleton.ca/system/files/dli_training/3767/pccfpccf.overview.2015.04.15v3.pdf

Consider using PCCF+ rather than PCCF-SLI 
if any of the following apply 

• You want to use variables present on the PCCF+ which are not 
present in regular PCCF 

• Your file is less than perfect with respect to postal codes 
• You want help to evaluate the quality of the postal code on your 

data file 
• The “vintage” of the postal codes on your file spans more than one 

census 
• You want to do better coding in rural areas 
• If your file includes postal codes used by residents of 

“incompletely enumerated Indian Reserves” 

https://cudo.carleton.ca/system/files/dli_training/3767/pccfpccf.overview.2015.04.15v3.pdf


We’ll be working with PCCF6B1
Download from DLI and unzip

SAS program to convert TEXT file to SAS

not provided by Statistics Canada

Sample data files

this is where we’ll put our TEXT file 

containing Postal Codes

Modified SAS program

based on Statistics Canada program

Unzipping PCCF6B1 
results in a directory 

‘PCCF6B1’ containing all 
of the data and programs 

needed to use PCCF+



Working with PCCF+

Two steps

1. Convert a text file containing Postal Codes 
into SAS dataset format

2. Run the PCCF+ program against this dataset



Step 1.1 Start with a text file 
containing Postal Codes

Input File Specifications:

Postal Codes:

- Can be sorted or unsorted

- Must each have a unique ID, up to 15 chars

- Must be 6 characters, no spaces/hyphens 

- Must be in UPPER CASE

- May be duplicated, but need different ID’s

- It is important to note that in constructing 

input data, duplicate PCODEs should be 

retained and provided separate IDs.

Postal 
Codes & 
ID’s in a 
text file

http://www.library.carleton.ca/sites/default/files/help/data-centre/PCCF-ReferenceGuide-92-154-g2013001-eng.pdf



UPPER CASE needed

Results with 2 Postal Codes containing lower case letters

Same file with NO lower case letters… NO ERRORS

You can use EXCEL (or OPENREFINE) to convert to UPPER CASE



Step 1.2 Convert text file to SAS

Convert 
to a SAS 
dataset



Let’s do this together

1. Open the SAS program 
‘readPCCF1.sas’

2. Modify the SAS 
program

3. Run the SAS program

C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1



Open, modify, and run ‘readPCCF1.sas’

‘libname’ statement to 
set up a place on the 
hard drive (myownlib) 
to store SAS datasets

‘filename’ statement to 
create a ‘nickname’ 
(pcodes) for the text file 
containing Postal Codes

‘data’ statement & SAS 
commands to read Postal Codes 
into a SAS dataset

C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1



Open, modify, and run ‘readPCCF1.sas’

readPCCF1.sas

libname myownlib ‘C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1\Sample’;

filename pcodes “C:\Users\TFDLLCxxx\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1\Sample\pcodes1.txt”;

data myownlib.testdata_accoleds1;

SINGLE QUOTES

DOUBLE QUOTES



RESULT: a SAS dataset containing Postal Codes

You should see this in 
the ‘Results Viewer’ 

tab

This is the SAS dataset named:
testdata_accoleds1.sas7bdat



Step 1 completed.

In your “Sample” 
directory

you should have a SAS 
dataset named

testdata_accoleds1.sas7bdat

C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1\Sample

This contains your Postal Codes, and 
an ID variable.  Next, we’ll use the 
PCCF+ SAS program to match your 
Postal Codes to Census Geography

PCCF6B1

testdata_accoleds1.sas7bdat



Step 2. Next, use the PCCF+ SAS program 
to read this Postal Code dataset

From the main PCCF6B1 directory, open the PCCF+ SAS program: 

C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1\PCCFplus_6B1_ACCOLEDS.sas

PCCFplus_6B1_ACCOLEDS.sas

PCCF6B1

PCCFplus_6B1_ACCOLEDS.sas



a

b

c

d

e

f

%let installDir = C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1; 

libname inData “C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1 \Sample\”;

%let inFile = testdata_accoleds1; 

%let outData = C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1\Sample; 

%let outName = accoleds_out; 

%let pdfOutput = “C:\Users\TFDLLC221\Desktop\ACCOLEDS_2015\PCCF6B1\Sample\summaryresults_accoleds.pdf”; 



One more possible change needed…

Your ‘ID’ variable may be a different 

length than the default in Statistics 

Canada’s SAS program.

Statistics Canada’s SAS program:

But our ‘ID’ variable 
is 10 characters long



Count the characters in your ‘ID’ 
(or just check how you read ‘ID’ into SAS)
readPCCF1.sas



format ID $10. PCODE $6. FSA $3. LDU $3.;

We must be brave here…



We’re now ready to run the 
PCCF+ program!



The first thing 
we’ll get is a 
PDF ‘Summary 
of Automated 
Coding 
Results…’



Links made:

Link source:

More link details:

Other 
information…



There are two more ‘output’ files

First, a 

Postal Code/Census Geography 
match file

[OUR ULTIMATE GOAL]

Second, a 

problem file



Click on the 
‘Explorer’ Tab 

to find your output 
files…



Click into Libraries
and then Work to 

find the files



Accoleds_out

Accoleds_out_problem

Matched Postal 
Codes and Census 
Geography

Problems that 
arose, if any…



Accoleds_out
Right-click  View in Excel



Postal Codes and Census 
Geography… success!



And there is a lot of Census Geography



What was the point of this again?

You can use Census geography to find Census 
demographics, and relate these to your Postal Codes

Census Tract 
Profile statistics





Drag 
‘Geography’ 
dimension to 
Rows



So, in the NHS 
Profile, we have 

Census Geography
In this case, 

Census Tracts

And all the NHS Profile variables



St. John’s Census 
Tract 301.01 in 

CMA 001
So CT code:

0010301.01

Take note of the 
Census Geography 



St. John’s Census 
Tract 301.01 in 

CMA 001
So CT code:

0010301.01

Or, using the 
‘label’ command, 

show just the 
code



Now, we take that Census Geography, and link it 
to our Postal Codes…

St. John’s Census 
Tract 301.01 in 

CMA 001
So CT code:

0010301.01



So, we’ve gone 
from Postal Codes

To Census 
Geography

And then to Census/NHS 
demographic statistics



For further study…

http://library.queensu.ca/data/how_to_guides

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECoGzP26NbE

Note: filenames & paths used in this guide may not match those used in YouTube.

PCCF+ Reference Guide from Statistics Canada:
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/92-154-g/92-154-g2013001-eng.htm

http://library.queensu.ca/data/how_to_guides
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECoGzP26NbE
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/92-154-g/92-154-g2013001-eng.htm


Questions?


